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New Combination Handle/Stand Designed for Apple Notebook Computers
Published on 09/24/07
Fins-Up, LLC announces a new aesthetic, single piece combination handle/stand designed
exclusively for Apple notebook computers. The streamlined design of the FIN is
aesthetically unobtrusive, with only a single piece to install. The powder-coated finish
matches that of your notebook exactly, becoming literally an extension of the computer.
Manufactured from durable, aircraft-grade aluminum the FIN will transport your laptop
safely. It is simple to install, and to remove if needed.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Boise, Idaho - September 24, 2007 - The FIN Makes Your Portable Computer Even More
Convenient. Apple notebooks are widely known and coveted for their sleek and slick design.
But these same attributes can make moving around the office difficult, carrying your
computer, notebooks, and of course, a precariously balanced cup of coffee.
Now using your laptop can be safe and convenient, with the FIN! The FIN is a portable
computer handle and stand in one, making typing easy and comfortable, and enabling you to
literally pick up your computer and go.
The streamlined design of the FIN is aesthetically unobtrusive, with only a single piece
to install. The powder-coated finish matches that of your notebook exactly, becoming
literally an extension of the computer.
Manufactured from durable, aircraft-grade aluminum the FIN will transport your laptop
safely. It is simple to install, and to remove if needed.
The FIN also acts as an ergonomic stand for your computer, making typing easy,
comfortable, and efficient. Air can move freely between your notebook and the stand,
dissipating heat from the computer.
The FIN is available for the following Apple(R) notebook models:
- MacBook
- MacBook Pro 15" and 17"
- PowerBook G4 Aluminum 12", 15" and 17"
- And coming soon for the PowerBook G4 Titanium 15"
To order your FIN, visit www.fins-up.com or for further inquiries, contact Fins-Up.
Fins-Up:
http://www.fins-up.com

Fins-Up, LLC is a Boise, Idaho based company, focused on providing cost effective, stylish
and ergonomic peripherals for computer users.
###
Tim Trombly
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208-424-0874
tim@fins-up.com
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